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ABSTRACT 
A family of subsets of the set {1,2,. . . , u} is called equidistant if the symmetric 
difference of any two distinct sets from the family has constant cardinality. Such 
families can be interpreted as binary equidistant codes of length o. It is known that for 
u = 3 (mod4), the maximum size of an equidistant code of length o is u + 1 and 
existence of a code of length u + 1 is equivalent to existence of a Hadamard matrix of 
order o + 1. We prove for any u that binary equidistant codes of size o exist if and 
only if there exist certain combinatorial designs. We specify these designs in case of 
binary equidistant codes of length o and size e having maximal distance between 
codewords, thereby extending results of Stinson and van Rees and van Lint. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
One of the main themes in extremal set theory is the following: Given set 
[VI = {1,2,. . . ) u) and a collection LB of subsets of [v] that satisfy a certain 
property, find bounds on 1~%‘\ and characterize those LB’S which achieve or 
are near the bounds. 
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We may view subsets of [u] as strings of O’s and l’s and consider a linear 
space P of polynomials on these strings. Associating linearly independent 
polynomials with elements of ~8, we can estimate I&“(. This approach has 
been used, for example, by Koomwinder [9], Delsarte, Goethals, and Seidel 
[6] and more recently by Alon et al. [I], Blokhuis [3] and Snevily [17]. If a 
suitable basis for P containing the polynomials associated with ~8 is found, 
then expansion in this basis can yield additional information about &‘. This 
idea was used by Godsil [8, Chapter 16, Theorem 1.31 in a very general 
setting to give a characterization of the extremal case of the celebrated 
theorem of Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson on uniform families of sets with s 
intersection numbers [15]. (See Wilson [2O] and Ionin and Shrikhande [lo] for 
other linear algebra proofs of this result.) 
In the present paper, we use approaches mentioned above to classify 
maximal or near maximal families ~8 of subsets of [v] such that for any 
distinct elements A and B of ~8, the symmetric difference A A B has 
constant size. We refer to ~8’ as an equidistant family. In the language of 
codes, an equidistant family of subsets of [v] is precisely a binary equidistant 
code of length v. It is known that 1~81 < o + 1. Delsarte [53 characterized the 
maximal case (~8’) = 0 + 1. We give a simple alternative proof (Theorem 2.1) 
of the part of his result related to binary codes. We then consider the near 
maximal case (1~8’1 = 0). In order to characterize this case we need the 
following notion: For any subset X of [v], the family L8 A X = {A A X : A E 
&‘} is called equivalent to ~8’. This defines an equivalence relation on the set 
of subsets of [v]. Clearly, a family which is equivalent to an equidistant family 
is also equidistant. 
One of the main results of the paper is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g be an equidistant family of subsets of the set [VI, 
v&3, and let IAABI=df or any distinct blocks A and B in 9. lf 
191 = v = 2d, then 9 is equivalent to the family {[VI} U d, where JY is a 
family of v - 1 blocks of a Hadamard 3-(v, v/2, v/4 - 1) design with no 
two blocks being complementary. Zf 191 = v z 2d, then 9 is equivalent to 
the block-set of a symmetric 2-(21, k, A) &sign. 
Equidistant codes have been studied from different points of view: 
Semakov and Zinoviev [16] consider equidistant codes of fued length having 
maximal distance, Deza [7] obtains an upper bound for the size of nontrivial 
equidistant binary codes with futed (even) distance, and van Lint [II] de- 
scribes the codes achieving this bound. 
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Let d be a positive integer and suppose that 9 is an equidistant family of 
subsets (blocks) of [u] with I A A I31 = d for any distinct blocks A and B. For 
every block A, let 
f&~,x~, . . . . x0)= c xi- c x,+lAt-d. (1) 
iQiA iEA 
Then fA is a linear polynomial and for any subset X of [VI, 
f*(X) =lA~xl--d (2) 
This implies that for any blocks A and B, f,< B) = 0 if A # B, 
f,(A) = -d. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 9 be an equidistant family of subsets of the set 
[VI. Then: 
(ii> Zj 191 = u + 1, then {f, : A ES’} is a basis of the space P of linear 
polynomials of v variables with real coeflacients; 
(iii> if 1~81 = v and o > 3, then the set { 1) U {f, : A E S’} is a basis of P. 
Proof. We show first that the set {f, : A EB’] is linearly independent, 
which immediately implies (i> and (ii>. Indeed, if C, oAfA = 0 for some real 
coefficients ffA, then, applying both sides of this equality to a block B, we 
obtain a)a( -d) = 0, i.e., cxB = 0. 
Suppose that 191 = v > 3. Assertion (iii) follows if we prove that the 
constant polynomial 1 is not spanned by the polynomials fA, A EL&‘. Sup- 
pose that 1 = C, cxA fA for some real coefficients a_+,. Applying both sides of 
this equality to a block B, we obtain cxs = .- l/d, so C, fA = -d. Applying 
both sides of the latter equality to the empty set and to the set [v 1, we obtain 
the equalities X,(/Al - d) = -d and C,(v - 1 Al - d) = -d, which imply 
v(v - Zd) = -2d, v02 = 2d(v - 1). Therefore, v - 1 divides v2, so v = 2, 
a contradiction. ‘\? ??
REMARK 1.2. Alternative proofs of (i) can be found in Bollob& [4, $101 
and Delsarte [5, Theorem 4.81. 
For any family 9 of subsets of [v] and for any subset X of [u], we define 
sAx= {AAX: A Es?). 
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We shall call families 9 and G’ A X equivalent. This is indeed an 
equivalence relation on the set of subsets of [ v], due to the following obvious 
equalities: (9 A X> A X = .%’ and (~AX)AY =g~a(XaY). Since 
(AAX)A(BAX)=AAB for any sets A, B, and X, a family which is 
equivalent to an equidistant family is itself equidistant with the same cardinal- 
ity of symmetric difference. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 9’ be an equidistant family of subsets of the set [v]. lf 
lS’l>3,thenIA~BIisevenforanydistancesetsAandBinS’. 
Proof. Let ) A A B 1 = d for any distinct sets A and B in 9. Fix X in 9 
and consider an equivalent family 9’ = 9 A X. Since this family contains the 
empty set, the other sets in the family have cardinality d. If A’ and B ’ are 
twononemptysetsin9’thend=IA’~B’I=21A’\B’I,sodiseven. ??
2. EQUIDISTANT FAMILIES OF CARDINALITY v + 1 
In this section, we obtain a complete classification of equidistant families 
of cardinality v + 1 on the set [v]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 be an equidistant family of subsets of the set [v], 
v 2 2. Zf 1~81 = v + 1, then (i> v = 3 (mod4); (ii) the family S’ is equiva- 
lent to {[VI} U ai’, where .w’ is the block-set of a Hadamurd 2-(v,(v - 1)/2, 
kv ; l33;;) design; (iii) f or any distinct sets A and B in 9, ) A A BI = 
V 
Proof. Let 9 be a family of subsets (blocks) of the set [v] such that 
I A A BI = d for any distinct blocks A and B. Let polynomials fA, A E 9, be 
defined by (1). If 191 = v + 1, then by Proposition 1.1, the set (fA : A E 9’} 
is a basis of the space P of linear polynomials of v variables with real 
coefficients. Expand the constant polynomial 1 in this basis: 1 = C.aAfA. 
Applying both sides of this equality to a block B, we obtain og = - l/d, so 
cf, = -d. 
A 
(3) 
Applying both sides of (3) to the empty set and to the set [VI, we derive 
;IAI=vd (4 
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and (u + 1x0 - d) - ZA IAl = -d, which imply 
u+l 
d=2. 
Lemma 1.3 implies now that o 5 3 (mod4). 
Let M be a (u + 1) X v incidence matrix of the family 9, where O’s are 
replaced by -l’s, i.e., the (A, i&entry of M, (A E 9, 1 < i Q U) is 1 if 
i E A, and it is - 1 if i E A. The inner product of any two rows of M is 
equal to 21 - 2d. Therefore, (5) implies that adding a column of all l’s to M, 
we obtain a Hadamard matrix of order 0 + 1. 
Let A be the block corresponding to the first row of M. Consider the 
family 9 =a A A’, where A’ is the complement of A. Then [u] E 9’. 
Deleting the first row from the incidence matrix of B’, we obtain the 
incidence matrix of a Hadamard 2-(v,(u - 1)/2, (u - 3)/4) design. If & is 
the block-set of this design, then 9” = {[u]} U .d Since the families 9 and 
9’ are equivalent, the proof is now complete. W 
3. EQUIDISTANT FAMILIES OF CARDINALITY u 
In this section, we will classify equidistant families of cardinality 0 on the 
set [u 1. One example of such a family is the block-set of a symmetric 
2-(u, k, A) design. In this case, 1 A A B) = 2(k - A) for any distinct blocks A 
and B. If 0 = 0 (mod4), another example can be constructed using a 
Hadamard 3-(u, v/2, v/4 - 1) design. The block-set of such design consists 
of u - 1 pairs of complementary blocks. Selecting one block from each pair 
and adding the set [u], we obtain a family of v blocks with 1 A A B 1 = u/2 for 
any distinct blocks A and B. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L%’ be an equidistant family of subsets of the set [II], 
u>3, and let lAABI=df or any distinct blocks A and B in 9’. If 
lgl = u = 2d, then 9 is equivalent to the family {[v]} U&J’, where ti is a 
family of v - 1 blocks of a Hadamard 3-(v, v/2, v/4 - 1) design with no 
two blocks being complementary. Zf (.%‘I = v z 2d, then S? is equivalent to 
the block-set of a symmetric 2-(v, k, h) design. 
Proof. Let g be an equidistant family of subsets of the set [v], 0 > 3. 
Suppose that ISI = o. By Proposition 1.1, the set {l) u {f, : A ~9’) is a 
basis of the space P of linear polynomials of D variables with real coefh- 
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cients. Expand the monomials xi in this basis: xi = C, cxi)fA + pi, 1 < i < v. 
Applying both sides of this equality to a block B, we obtain that a!) = 
( pi - 1)/d if i E B, ayV) = P,/d if i E B, so for 1 =G i < v, 
( Pi - 1) C fA + Pi C .fA + dPi = dxi. 
iEA iEA 
(6) 
Applying both sides of (6) to the sets 0, {il, and [v], we obtain 
(pi - 1) C (IAI - d) + pi C (IAI - d) + dPi = 0, 
iEA iEA 
(pi - 1) c (\A( - d - 1) + pi c (IAl - d + 1) + dp, = d, 
icA iEA 
( pi - 1) c (v - IAl -d) + pi c (v - IAl - d) + d& = d. 
icA ie?A 
We denote by ri the number of blocks containing i. We denote also 
s = C, 1 Al and ai = Xi E A 1 A( for 1 < i < v and rewrite the above equalities 
as follows: 
(s-dv+d)/3,+dr,-a,=O, (7) 
(s - dv + d + v)& + (d + l)r, - a, - 245 = d, (8) 
(0” - dv + d -s)@ - (v - d)ri + a, = d (9) 
Adding (7) to (9) and (8) to (9), we eliminate s and a,: 
(v” - 2dv + 2d)/3, = d - (2d - v)ri, (10) 
(v’ - 2dv + 2d + u - 2r,)p, = 2d - (2d - v + l)r,. (11) 
If v2 - 2dv + 2d = 0, then v = d + d(d - 1)” - 1, so Cd - 1j2 - 1 
is a perfect square, which implies d = 2 and v = 2, a contradiction. There- 
fore, v2 - 2dv + 2d f 0, and we divide (11) by (10) to eliminate pi: 
V2 -2dv+2d+v-2r, 2d - (2d - v + 1)q 
o2 -2dv+2d = d - (2d - V)I; ’ 
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This equality simplifies to 
(25 - d)u2 - (2~; + 4dri - 2d2 - d) v + 2d(2rf - d) = 0. (12) 
We now split the proof into three cases. 
CASE 1. 2, = 2d. 
In this case, for any distinct blocks A and B, 1 A A B’] = 1 A A BI = d, 
where B ’ is the complement of B. Therefore, if we replace some blocks of 
the family 9 by their complements, we obtain another equidistant family 
with the same parameters v and d. Let B” be the family obtained from 9 
by replacing every block not containing v by its complement and let 
@i = {B - (v) : B ES’). Then 9’i is an equidistant family of v blocks on 
the set [v - 11. Theorem 2.1 implies that there exists a subset X of [u - 11 
such that 9i A X = {[v - l]} U A?~, where tii is the block-set of a Hadamard 
2-(U - 1, v/2 - 1, v/4 - 1) design whose point-set is [v - l]. Therefore, 
9” A X = {[v]) US’, where ti = {A U (v} : A E Mi}. Obviously, &’ is the set 
of blocks a Hadamard 3-(0, v/2, u/4 - 1) design which contain v, so no two 
of these blocks are complementary. Since the complement of any block of a 
Hadamard 3:(v, v/2, v/4 - 1) design is also a block in this design, the 
family 9 A X is a set of blocks of a Hadamard 3-(v, u/2, v/4 - 1) design 
with no two of these blocks being complementary. 
CASE% v#2dandthereisi~[v]suchthat2r,=d. 
Let 2r, = d. Then, for i = v, (12) simplifies to 
vd(d/2 - 1) = 2d2(d/2 - l), 
which implies d = 2 and r, = 1. Let A be the only block containing v. 
Consider the family 9’ =9’ A A’, where A’ is the complement of A. Then 
[v] E 9’ and [v] is the only block of B” containing v. Since 1 B A [u]l = 2 
for any block B z [v] in B”‘, the blocks of 9’ other than [v] are all 
(U - 2)-subsets of the set [U - I]. Therefore, the family 95”’ = 9’ A {v] 
equivalent to 9’ is the set of all (v - l)-subsets of [v], which is the block-set 
of a (complete) symmetric design. 
CASE 3. v z 2d and 2ri # d for 1 Q i < v. 
In this case, (12) can be considered as a quadratic equation for v which 
yields the solutions v = 2d and v = (2r/ - d)/(2rj - d). Since v z 2d, we 
obtain the following quadratic equation for r,: 
2rF - 2vri + (v - 1)d = 0. 
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Let r and r * be the roots of this equation and let E = Ii E [u] : ri = r *). 
Consider the family a’ = 9 A E. Since r + r* = u, each of the points 
1,2, . . * , v belongs to exactly r blocks in g’. Therefore, (10) applied to the 
family &?’ implies that Pi = P does not depend on i, so the expansion (6) 
reads 
( P - 1) c f* + P c f‘4 + dP = 4. (13) 
ieA ibEA 
In order to show that 9’ is the block-set of a symmetric design, we 
evaluate the coefficient of xi and the coefficient of xj for j z i in the 
left-hand side of (13). By (11, fA contributes 1 into the coefficient of xj if 
j @ A and - 1 if j E A. Comparing the coefficients of xi in (13) yields 
-( P - 1)r + P(u - r-1 = d, which implies 
(2r - o)P = T - d. (14) 
Fix i, j E [o], i # j, and denote by A the number of blocks in 9” 
containing both i and j. Comparing the coefficients of xj in (13) yields 
(P-lXr-A)-(p-I>A+p(u-2r+h)-p(r-h)=O,whichim- 
plies, using (14), that A = r - d/2, so A does not depend on i or j. 
Thus, in the family 8’, every point belongs to r blocks and every pair of 
points belongs to A blocks. Since the number of blocks is equal to the 
number of points, 9’ is the block-set of a symmetric 2-(u, r, A) design. ??
4. APPLICATIONS TO EQUIDISTANT CODES 
A set C of (0, D-strings of length o is said to be an equidistant (0, m, d)- 
code if m = ]C] and d is the Hamming distance between any distinct 
elements (codewords) of C, i.e., the number of places where these code- 
words differ. Viewing the codewords from an equidistant code C as subsets of 
set [VI, we obtain an equidistant family of subsets. Therefore, Theorems 2.1 
and 3.1 imply the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let C be an equidistant (0, m, d)-code, o 2 3. If 
o E 3 (mod4), then m < v + 1; otherwise, m < v. 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 also yield upper bounds for the parameter d in an 
equidistant (v, m, d&code. The next theorem establishes these bounds and 
proves equivalence of maximum size equidistant codes achieving these bounds 
and certain symmetric designs. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let C be an equidistant (v, m, d&code. 
(8 Ifu = 3 (mod4) an m = v + 1, then d = (v + 1)/2. An equidistant d 
(u, v + 1, (v + 1)/2)-code exists if and only if there exists a Hadamard 
matrix of order v + 1. 
(ii) If v = 0 (mod41 and m = v, then d < v/2. An equidistant 
(v, v, v/2)-cede exists if and only if there exists a Hadamard matrix of 
order v. 
(iii) Zf v = 1 (mod4) and m = v, then d < (v - 1)/2. An equidistant 
(v,v,(v - 1)/2)-code exists if and only if v = 2u2 + 2u + 1 for some 
natural number u and there exists a symmetric (2~’ + 2u + 1, u2, (u2 - 
u)/2)-design. 
(iv) If v 5 2 (mod4) and m = v, then d < (v - 2)/2. An equidistant 
(0, v,(v - 2)/2)-code exists if and only if v = 12~: + 8u, + 2 and there 
exists a symmetric (122~: + 8u, + 2,6ui + u,, 3~: - u,)-design, where the 
sequence (u,)~= 1 is defined by relations 
u, = - 1, y1 = 1, u,+1 = (- I)“-‘y, - 2% - 1, ytl+l 
= 2y, + (-1)“(3u, + 1) 
for any number n. 
Proof. (i) If v = 3 (mod4) and there exists a Hadamard matrix H of 
order v + 1, then we can assume that all entries in the last column of H are 
1’s. We delete this column and replace all - l’s in the remaining matrix by O’s 
to obtain a matrix whose rows form an equidistant (v, v + 1, (v + 1)/e)-code. 
Conversely, if such a code exists, then Theorem 2.1 implies existence of a 
Hadamard matrix of order v + 1. 
Suppose that v = 0, 1,2 ( mod4), and let C be an equidistant (v, v, d)- 
code. Let 9 be the family of subsets of the set [v] whose characteristic 
(0, l)-strings are elements of C. If 9’ is equivalent to the block-set of a 
symmetric 2-(v, k, h) design, then d = 2(k - A) and the basic relation 
(v - l)h = k(k - 1) can be transformed into the equation 
2k2 - 2vk + d(v - 1) = 0. (15) 
Therefore, v 2 - 2d(v - 1) > 0, which gives 2d < v”/(v - 1). For 
v > 3, v - 1 does not divide v2, so 2d < v + 1. Since d is even by Lemma 
1.3, d Q v/2 if v = 0 (mod4),d < (u - 1)/2 if u 3 1 (mod41, and d < 
(v - 2)/2 if v = 2 (mod4). 
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(ii) Suppose that o = 0 (mod 4) and there exists an equidistant 
(u, u, v/2)-code. Then Theorem 3.1 implies that there exists a Hadamard 
matrix of order u. Conversely, if H is a Hadamard matrix of order V, then we 
replace all -1’s in H by O’s to obtain a matrix whose rows form an 
equidistant (u, u, u/2)-code. 
(iii) Suppose that u = 1 (mod4) and there exists an equidistant 
(u, u,(u - 1)/2)-code. Then (15) has an integer solution k, so u2 - 
2&u - 1) = 2u - 1 = (2~ + 1j2, where u is a positive integer. Therefore, 
u = 2u2 + 2u + 1, so (15) implies k = u2 or k = (u + 112. If k = u2, then 
A = k - d/2 = (u2 - u)/2, so there exists a symmetric (2u2 + 2u + 
1,u2,(u2 - u)-design. Solution k = (u + 1)’ leads to the complement of 
this design. Conversely, if there exists a symmetric (2u2 + 2u + 1, u2, (u” - 
u)/$design, then the rows of its incidence matrix (blocks against points) 
form an equidistant (u, u, (u - 1)/2)-code, where u = 2u2 + 2u + 1. 
(iv) Suppose that u = 2 (mod4) and there exists an equidistant 
(u, u,(u - 2)/2)-code. Then (15) has an integer solution k, so u2 - 
2d(u - 1) = 3u - 2 = (6~ + 2j2, where u is an integer, u # 0. Then 
0 = 12u2 + 8u + 2. Therefore, (15) yields k = 6u2 + u or k = 6u2 + 7u 
+ 2. Suppose that k = 6u2 + u (the other solution leads to the complemen- 
tary design). Then A = 3u2 - u, so there exists a symmetric (12~~ + 8u + 
2,6u2 + u,3u2 - u)-design of order k - A = 3u2 + 2u. By the Bruck- 
Ryser-Chowla Theorem [2, $41, k - A must be a perfect s uare, so 3u2 + 2u 
= y2, where y is an integer. Then u = (-1 k J-4 3y + 1 j/3, so 
x2 - 3y2 = 1, (16) 
where x and y are integers, and u = (- 1 k x)/3. Using Pell’s Equation 
theory [14, Theorem 7.261, we find that all solutions of (16) in positive 
integers form a sequence {(x,, y,)}~=,where xi = 2, yi = 1 and, for any 
natural number IZ, x,+i = 2x, + 3y,, yn+r =x, + 2y,. Since X, = (-1)” 
(mod3), we obtain that the feasible values of u form a sequence u, = 
(- 1 + (- l)“x,)/3, which yields after routine manipulations that for any 
natural number n,u,+i = (-l>‘+‘y,, - 2u, - 1 and y,,+i = 2y, + 
(- 1)“(3u, + 1). 
Conversely, if there exists a symmetric (12~~ + 8u + 2, 6u2 + u, 
3u2 - u)-design, then rows of its incidence matrix form an equidistant 
(u, u, (v - 2)/2)-code, where u = 12u2 + 8u + 2. 
REMARK 4.3. Case (iii) of Theorem 4.2 was proved in Stinson and van 
Rees [18] and van Lint [12] by different methods. 
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REMARK 4.4. A celebrated conjecture states that a Hadamard matrix of 
order 71 exists for every n = 0 (mod4), According to van Lint and Wilson 
[13], the smallest open case is n = 428. It is known that designs in Theorem 
4.2Ciii) exist if u is an odd prime power (Brouwer, 1983) or u = 1 (singletons 
in a Sset), u = 2 (projective plane of order 3), u = 4 (Bridges, Hall and 
Hayden, 1981). Th e only designs in Theorem 4.2Civ) known to us are a 
complete (6,5,4)-design and a (66,26,lO)-design (van Trung, 1982; Bridges, 
1983). For exact references, see [2, pp. 622-6271. 
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